
 

 

 
 Name of Position:  Tech Lead Sales/Non-Sales:  Non Sales   

Department:  IT  Employment Type:  Permanent  

Location:  Mumbai  Expected DOJ:  Immediate  

Prev. Exp. (in Yrs.)  6+yrs  Edu. Qualification:   BE/ BTech 

New Position  
/Replacement Position  

New Position  

Job Description (detail here):  

Responsibilities 
- Own the product : Design, Develop & Deploy  
- Ensure Quality & sustainability of the architecture 
- Obsess about code quality, automated testing, continuous integration, code reviews, and documentation  
- Provide quick & creative solutions for day-to-day operational issues 
- Assure that all user input is validated before submitting to back-end. 
- Ensure the technical feasibility of UI/UX designs. 
- Collaborate with other team members and stakeholders. 
 
Required Skills 
- Proficient in Server Side Programming Languages :- Node.js 
- Proficient in  Framework :- Laravel,  Express, Restify 
- Proficient in design & architecting scalable products. 
- Database knowledge - MongoDb, MongoDb Cluster Shardhing, Redis Cluster, ElastichSerarch Cluster 
- Expert Knowledge of Development Tools Bitbucket, Docker & Kubernetes, Git, CI/CD with BitBucket and JIRA  
- Database knowledge – MongoDb. 
- Knowledge of Development Tools Bitbucket, Git, CI/CD with BitBucket and JIRA  

- Web Server technologies:- Apache, Nginx 

- Solid foundation in data structures, algorithms, and system design 

- Expert in HTTP terminologies such as Request/Response cycle, content negotiation, CORS etc  

- Management of hosting environment, including database administration and scaling an application to support load changes 

- Optimization of the application for maximum speed and scalability  

- Implementation of security and data protection  

- Setup and administration of backups  

- Obsess about code quality, automated testing, continuous integration, code reviews, and documentation. 

- Exposure to microservices architecture/ API concepts would be an added advantage. 

- Good organizational and time-management skills 

 

Be familiar with – 

Designing highly available solutions, fault-tolerant systems, microservices architecture, REST APIs for on-premises, cloud 

(Google Cloud Platform or Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure), or hybrid infrastructure. 
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Modern container technologies such as Docker, Kubernetes 

Server-side templating languages such as Jade, EJS etc 

Open source software, frameworks, and broader cutting-edge technologies 

 

Strong proficiency in – 
JavaScript, Node.js and frameworks available for it 
Code versioning tools, such as Git 
NoSQL and RDBMS systems 
Push-pull systems like Kafka, Redis 
Data structures & algorithms skills 


